KEEP DRIVING WITH CONFIDENCE.
BMW ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE+ PLANS.

Now you can add more years of support and expert advice to your out-of-warranty BMW, with BMW RSA+. It’s an easy way to continue to enjoy the journey worry-free and receive the BMW service you deserve.

1 YEAR PLAN
$150 prepaid unlimited mileage plan includes four roadside events per contract term.

3 YEAR PLAN
$350 prepaid unlimited mileage plan includes six roadside events per contract term.

BMW ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE+ PLANS INCLUDE:
- Flat Tire Service
- Dead Battery Service
- Out-of-Fuel Assistance
- Winch Service
- Lock-out Assistance
- Trip Interruption
- Vehicle Towing to Authorized Center
- Mobile Mechanic (where available)
- Short-term Mobility (rideshare/taxi)

BMW RSA+ Terms and Conditions: 1 Year Plan click here, 3 Year Plan click here.

The BMW RSA+ (Extended Roadside Assistance) plan includes four (4) roadside assistance events in one year for $150.00 or six (6) roadside assistance events in three years for $350.00 plus taxes where applicable. Event use is based on a requirement for a specific on-site service as determined and assisted by the BMW Roadside Assistance call center. A call to the BMW Roadside Assistance call center for information does not constitute an event. Services are provided by a third-party business partner.

Available for all BMW vehicles older than 48 months and have no current BMW Ultimate Care+, Ultimate Care Scheduled, Extended Service Contracts, or Certified Pre-Owned (CPO) coverage. Vehicle eligibility is subject to change, please consult your local BMW Center for more information.

The BMW RSA+ (Extended Roadside Assistance) plan is not a warranty and does not constitute an extension of the original limited warranty period for the vehicle or a part thereof.
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